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Abstrat
Symmetri heavy-ion ollisions are known to display an `extra-push' eet. That is,
the energy at whih the s-wave transmission is 0.5 lies signiantly higher than the
nominal Coulomb barrier. Despite this, however, the apture ross setion is still
greatly enhaned below the unoupled barrier. It is shown that this phenomenon
an be simply explained in terms of entrane-hannel eets whih aount for long-
range Coulomb exitations.
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When reations between intermediate-mass heavy ions lead to non-ssile om-
posite systems, the relationship between the ross setions for apture (passing
over or penetrating through the Coulomb barrier), fusion (evolution to a om-
pat equilibrated ompound nuleus; CN) and evaporation residues (ER) is
straightforward. If ssion is unimportant, all of the above ross setions are
essentially equal: σcap = σfus = σER. Of ourse it is well known that ouplings
to olletive states of the target and projetile an lead to a distribution of
Coulomb barriers [1℄ but this does not in any way hange the above rela-
tionship, any struture in σcap also being present in σER. To study the eets
of the entrane hannel, one may simply measure the long-lived evaporation
residues whih reoil in a relatively narrow one around the beam diretion
(dispersed by the emission of neutrons, protons and α-partiles from the CN).
The results for intermediate-mass systems almost invariably show that olle-
tive ouplings inrease the sub-barrier apture ross setion (see, for example,
Ref. [1℄).
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For heavier systems, other reations mehanisms intervene and ompliate the
situation both experimentally and theoretially. In partiular, the omposite
system might not fuse but instead quikly separate into two fragments similar
in mass and harge to the target and projetile (quasission; QF). The CN
itself may also ssion (fusion-ssion; FF) rather than deaying to a long-lived
residue through partile evaporation. For very heavy systems the ssion modes
dominate and a omplete understanding of the interplay between the various
reation mehanisms is espeially important in heavy-element reation.
To measure σcap diretly in the general ase, σER, σQF and σFF must all be
measured (inluding the fragment angular distributions) in order to obtain
σcap. Though if quasission is not thought to be important, one ould still try
to obtain the apture ross setion by measuring only the evaporation residues,
and using an evaporation-model ode that aounts for the ompetition be-
tween fusion-ssion and fusion-evaporation deay modes to reonstrut the
apture ross setion required to reprodue σER. This was the aim of a series
of experiments performed at GSI using projetiles and targets around mass
100 [2,3,4,5℄. The interesting result is that the apture ross setions obtained
displayed a so-alled extra-push eet. That is, the energy B¯ at whih the de-
dued s-wave transmission T0 was 0.5, ould greatly exeed the barrier height
predited by potential models suh as that of Bass [6℄. This in itself might be
explained by an internal barrier whih must be rossed after passing the outer
Coulomb barrier if fusion is to take plae, and this ould be thought of as the
onditional saddle point in the liquid-drop nulear potential [7℄. However, the
data are not entirely onsistent with suh a desription sine, despite the shift
of the T0 = 0.5 point to higher energies, σcap was still found, as for lighter
systems, to be strongly enhaned at energies well below the Bass barrier. This
enhanement was quantied by dening a single (adiabati) barrier Bad whih
yielded the orret ross setion at the very lowest energies, and thus obtain-
ing an overall width of the barrier distribution D
∞
= B¯−Bad. For the system
100
Mo +
100
Mo, for example, it was found that D
∞
≈ 20 MeV.
The authors of Ref. [2℄ tried to t their data with an entrane-hannel model
using the simplied oupled-hannels ode CCFUS [8℄ with ouplings to the
known quadrupole- and otupole-phonon states of target and projetile. They
found that in general suh alulations ould aount for only about one half
of D
∞
. The main aim of the present paper is to show that more omplete
oupled-hannels alulations are in fat apable of tting D
∞
rather well,
and also yielding the orret shape of the apture ross setion (assumed by
Quint et al. to arise from a gaussian barrier distribution; see Fig. 2). An
important ingredient missing from the earlier alulations will be shown to be
the long-range Coulomb ouplings whih polarise the target and projetile well
before the Coulomb barrier is reahed. The role of multi-phonon exitations
is also important.
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The points in Fig. 1 shows both on a logarithmi sale and a linear sale
the dedued experimental s-wave transmission as a funtion of the inident
energy Ecm for the system
100
Mo +
100
Mo. They were derived by assuming a
gaussian barrier distribution with a entroid B and standard deviation ∆ and
varying these parameters until the fusion-evaporation-model ode HIVAP [9℄
reprodued the evaporation-residue ross setion. The experimental values of
T0 are then obtained through
T exp0 = T
theory
0
σexpER
σHIVAPER
. (1)
This is a very good way to represent the data, sine the quantity T0 is diretly
related to the entrane-hannel dynamis. However it should be stressed that
the experimental T0 are not true experimental data. They depend not only on
B and∆ but also on the parameters entering into the HIVAP alulation. This
leads to ertain ambiguities for some system, a point to whih we shall return
later. For the moment we aept these numbers at fae value and attempt
to t them with alulations using the program CCFULL [11℄, again using
known phonon states in
100
Mo.
This nuleus has strong quadrupole- and otupole phonon states lying at rela-
tively low exitation energies and we shall use the adopted empirial values of
these energies and the orresponding deformation parameters: E(2+) = 0.536
MeV, β2=0.21; E(3
−) = 1.908 MeV, β3=0.17 [12℄. The only other parameters
entering our alulations are the no-oupling barrier height Bnc, whih we shall
vary to t the data, and the diusivity of the nulear potential for whih we
take a standard vaue of a = 0.6 fm.
The dashed urves in Fig. 1 a,b show the no-oupling result, whih is seen
to greatly underestimate T0 at low energies. The other urves show alula-
tions inluding various phonon ouplings [Nquad, Noct]. The symmetry of the
present system allows us to use a simple theoretial trik to redue the num-
ber of hannels in a given alulation. For example, the alulation with one
quadrupole phonon in both target and projetile, along with the mutual exi-
tation an be exatly treated as a two-hannel alulation with renormalised
ouplings. The details of this method will be presented elsewhere [10℄. Thus
the alulation labelled [4, 2] means two quadrupole- phonon exitations and
one otupole exitation in eah nuleus along with all possible mutual exita-
tions. It is learly seen that as the omplexity of the oupling inreases, the
theoretial results onverge to the experimental urve both at high energies
(see linear sale) and low energies (logarithmi sale). The nal alulation
[4, 2], however, still slightly underpredits T0 at the very lowest energies, and
it might be asked why we do not pursue this with a [4, 4] alulation.
The problem here is that the full oupled-hannels alulations beome numer-
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Figure 1. Experimental T0 ompared with various CCFULL alulations with dier-
ent numbers of phonon exitations. See text for details. Arrows indiate the average
barrier B¯ and the adiabati barrier Bad, whose dierene gives D∞. Parts (a) and
(b) show same urves but on logarithmi and linear sales.
ially unstable at low energies if too many hannels are inluded. The reason
is that we are essentially integrating the Shroedinger equation at energies
around 30 MeV under the highest eetive barrier, and the energies losses due
to ouplings to the phonon states further redue the kineti energy of the rela-
tive motion. This problem inreases with the number of phonon hannels and
the program breaks down at the lowest energies. However, the problem may
be overome to some extent by reduing the width of the Coulomb barrier,
and this an be ahieved by dereasing the diusivity a. In Fig. 2 we show
the results of alulations using a = 0.2 fm. We should stress that we do not
believe suh a low value of the diusivity but only use it as a means of seeing
the eet of the higher phonon ouplings in the [4, 4] alulation. However,
the use of a = 0.2 hanges rather little the barrier positions. Its main eet
is to derease the rate at whih the ross setion falls o below the Coulomb
barrier. But sine the ross setion at low energies is dominated by the lowest
barriers, this eet is only signiant below the very lowest (adiabati) barrier.
We show again in Fig. 2a the alulations with the same oupling shemes as
in Fig. 1, and note that the inlusion of the double-otupole phonon shifts the
low-energy ross setion down by about a further 2 MeV. We would, of ourse,
obtain a similar shift with the more physial value of a = 0.6 fm in Fig. 1a if
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Figure 2. Using a = 0.2 fm permits the [4, 4] alulation with both double
quadrupole- and otupole-phonon exitations. Note that the alulations have vir-
tually onverged, with a new lowest barrier emerging but with very small weight.
The dashed urve in (b) is the gaussian barrier distribution of Ref. [2℄.
it were possible to do this alulation. We do not insist too muh on this ne
detail of the problem sine, as already noted, there are ambiguities stemming
from the HIVAP alulation. We have also ignored other possible oupling
eets suh as neutron-transfer hannels, though these will always have un-
favourable Q values for symmetri systems. Fig. 2b shows the derivative of
T0 with respet to the inident energy for the [4, 2] and [4, 4] alulations. It
is well known that this gives the distribution of barriers D(E) [13℄, and it
an be seen that there is little dierene between the two distributions exept
for the presene of a lower adiabati barrier with very small weight (barely
visible on this sale) in the latter ase. We an, therefore, onlude that the
alulations have essentially onverged. This is reassuring sine the need to
introdue higher phonon states might be somewhat dubious. We note that the
adiabati barrier of our alulations is not the same as that of Quint et al.
whih has a weight of 1 and is supposed simply to reprodue T0 at low E.
The alulations that we have presented show the importane of higher phonon
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Figure 3. The [4, 4] CCFULL alulation ompared with a [4, 4] alulation in the
spirit of CCFUS. See text for details. Note that the latter alulation does not
produe a shift of the T0 = 0.5 point, whereas the CCFULL alulation gives a shift
of about 10 MeV due to the higher weights of the high-E barriers.
ouplings not inluded in the CCFUS alulations of Ref. [2℄. There is, how-
ever, another very important dierene whih introdues new physis into the
barrier distribution, and whih we shall now elaborate.
In CCFUS, everything is essentially determined in the barrier region, and
the barrier heights and weights obtained through the diagonalisation of the
oupling matrix (inluding exitation energies) at the barrier radius. This is
probably a reasonable approximation for the short-ranged nulear eld but
will fail for heavy systems where the Coulomb eld plays an important role
at large distanes. In order to simulate a CCFUS-type model but still inlude
all of the nulear [4, 4] ouplings, we performed a alulation in whih the
Coulomb deformation parameters were set to zero. However, this will also
hange the barrier heights, sine the deformed Coulomb eld is not negligible
at the barrier. In order to orret for this, we renormalised the nulear defor-
mation parameters (this is possible sine the same geometrial fators appear
in both ouplings). The results for the relevant barrier distributions are shown
in Fig. 3. One sees that the barriers our at almost exatly the same positions
in the two alulations but that in the omplete alulation the weights are
greatly shifted towards the high-energy barriers, due to the Coulomb ouplings
at large distanes. In eet, the Coulomb eld favours the linear superposition
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of states whih lowers its own energy. Sine it has the opposite sign from the
nulear eld, this onguration is preisely that whih minimises the nulear
fores, that is, the one orresponding to the highest barrier. In other words,
the nulei are polarised in the entrane hannel to disfavour the lower barriers.
The eet leads to an overall shift of the barrier entroid of around 10 MeV,
even though the individual barrier positions remain unhanged. (The T0 = 0.5
point of the CCFUS-type alulation is essentially unshifted.) Sine D
∞
in
the present ase is about 20 MeV, this gives the fator of around 2 whih was
missing from D
∞
in the alulations of Quint et al.
We believe that similar onsiderations apply to the work of Berdihevsky et
al. [15℄ who used a single-partile model to approximately derive the barrier
splittings but without doing a full alulation of the sattering. (They rather
ompared their spread of barriers with the ∆ of Ref. [2℄.) Suh a model may
give a reasonable spread of barriers but it is important to have the relevant or-
relations whih render the nulear states olletive in order to get the orret
reation dynamis and the orret shape of T0.
We have obtained an exellent t to the proposed shape of the apture ross
setion with physially reasonable parameters. However, we should now return
to the question of what is the appropriate unoupled barrier height. Do our
alulations retrieve the Bass barrier? The answer to this question is no. Our
unoupled barrier is 201.7 MeV and the Bass barrier 195.2 MeV. That is we still
need an unoupled barrier 6.5 MeV higher than BBass (previously 12.2 MeV [2℄)
and we should ask why this is so. There are various possible explanations for
this inluding:
• The Bass potential ontains a fator R1R2/(R1 + R2) whih aounts for
the urvature of the two nulear surfaes. This fator is largest for symmet-
ri systems and may simply over-estimate the potential for suh reations,
giving too low a barrier.
• The Bass potential parameters are tted to experimental data, whih ne-
essarily ontain all possible ouplings. It is known that high-lying phonon
states shift the barrier entroid to lower energies [14℄. Thus the unoupled
barrier should probably be taken to be higher than the Bass barrier if one
aounts for the ouplings expliitly, as we do here.
We should not, however, forget the ambiguities in mapping from σER to σcap.
These ome both from ambiguities in the statistial-model parameters and
from the omplete neglet of the QF proess, and in this ontext it is interest-
ing to look at other symmetri systems. Fig. 4 shows our ts to the systems
90
Zr +
90
Zr [3℄ and
100
Mo +
110
Pd [2℄. These will be disussed in detail else-
where [10℄. Here we note simply that the barrier shift we require for
90
Zr +
90
Zr is 4.1 MeV, similar to that for
100
Mo +
100
Mo, but for
100
Mo +
110
Pd we
require a shift of 15 MeV (previously 29.0 MeV), whih does not seem on-
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Figure 4. CCFULL ts to two dierent systems. Large ambiguities exist in the
experimental urve for the heavier one. See text.
sistent with the other systems. However, it has been pointed out [2,3℄ that if
one performs the HIVAP alulations with a smaller shell-damping parameter
(the energy range over whih shell eets are smeared out) dierent solutions
for the gaussian parameters (hene dierent T0) are possible. The eets are
relatively small for
90
Zr +
90
Zr and
100
Mo +
100
Mo, hanging ∆ rather little
but moving B¯ down to make our unoupled barrier rather loser to the Bass
value. However, for the system
100
Mo +
110
Pd (where the ratio σER/σcap is
muh smaller and σQF may also be more important) the eet is muh larger,
giving a shift down of around 8 MeV but still leaving the unoupled barrier
around 7 MeV higher than BBass.
The ambiguities here are suiently important to merit further experimental
investigation. The most pertinent ase is
100
Mo +
110
Pd, and the ambiguity
ould be resolved by a diret measurement of σcap for this system, as disussed
at the beginning of this Letter. It might, however, be simpler to exploit unitar-
ity and obtain the apture barrier distribution from the large-angle quasielasti
ux sattered bak from the Coulomb barriers [16,17,18℄.
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